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We’re getting close to the end of the year and hopefully we actually have
some development in the tag title feud. I remember something major that
was coming next week but I think that was impromptu instead of something
that was set up the week before. Then again that was on Christmas Eve so
it’s not like building something up would have served a purpose anyway.
Let’s get to it.

Joel and Joey welcome us from the announce position instead of in the
ring as usual. We actually have a #1 contenders tag match tonight.

The Impact Players are ready for Candido and Rhyno tonight.

Opening sequence.

Nova and some guy are in the back when Chris Chetti comes in and says
he’s coming back tonight. Nova says no way because of Chetti’s back isn’t
healed yet. Chetti doesn’t want to wind up being way too hurt and he
picked the other guy (apparently Kid Kash) to be the substitute partner.
Chetti leaves and accuses both guys of checking him out as he leaves, but
he can’t blame them because he can turn straight people gay. Ok then.

The Baldies issue an open challenge to anyone in the back.
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DeVito vs. New Jack

This would be a bit more surprising if New Jack hadn’t already been
announced as facing one of the Baldies tonight. Jack breaks a crutch over
DeVito’s back to start followed by breaking a keyboard over his head.
Joel: “I think he just swallowed an asterisk!” Something metal follows
that upside DeVito’s head and the keyboard is placed between DeVito’s
legs and crushed with a kendo stick. A top rope guitar shot gets the pin.
Yes, they actually called this a wrestling match.

Post the alleged match New Jack pulls out a fork but before he can
embrace his inner Abdullah, the other Baldies run in for the save. They
staple New Jack’s ear and we go to a break.

Back with Da Baldies still in the ring and issuing another open
challenge.

Mike Awesome vs. Grimes

Well that’s quite an answer. Grimes takes over to start with a top rope
clothesline but Awesome pops back up. This isn’t for the title I don’t
think. Awesome snaps off a German and clotheslines Grimes to the floor,
giving us three more wrestling moves than in the whole New Jack thing.
Awesome hits a big dive to take out Grimes on the floor. I have no idea
if Awesome is a face or a heel but he’s wrestling like the former here.

A big chair shot to the back of Grimes keeps him in trouble but he
reverses Awesome into the barricade. Awesome is like screw that and slams
Grimes’ head into the concrete to take over again. It’s table time
already and Grimes is powerbombed off the apron through said table, which
is good for the pin back in the ring. Total squash.

Judge Jeff Jones (Awesome’s manager) says Awesome is the best giant in
the world. Cue the giant killer Spike Dudley for the Acid Drop on the



champion.

Danny Doring is in the shower and Elektra joins him. He pulls back the
curtain but finds Roadkill instead. Francine comes in and Elektra pops in
and complains about hearing Francine here. Elektra threatens Doring with
castration. This went nowhere.

Joey is talking about the upcoming match when Joel pops up in a towel
saying he wants more shower scenes.

Tom Marquez vs. Super Calo vs. Ikuto Hidaka

Hidaka gets sent to the floor by a double team, followed by Marquez
turning on Calo almost immediately. Hidaka pops back in and takes out
Calo but Marquez pounds him into the corner. A tornado DDT from Hidaka
gets two on Marquez but Calo comes back in with a springboard missile
dropkick. Hidaka dropkicks everyone down and here’s Sabu to beat up all
three guys. Another too short to rate match.

All three guys are driven through the same table. Must be a budget
cutback. Sabu vs. Van Dam for the TV Title is official for the PPV.

Buy our stuff!

Rhyno/Chris Candido vs. Impact Players

The winners get Raven and Dreamer at the PPV for the titles. Rhyno and
Justin start things off and it’s power vs. speed. A wheelbarrow slam puts
Justin on the floor and it’s off to Candido vs. Storm who have history of
their own. Things get a lot more technical and Candido takes Storm down,
followed by a middle rope legdrop. Storm ducks under a charging Candido
to Chris into a superkick from Credible.

Jason slides in a chair because what would an ECW match be without one?



Justin backdrops Candido onto the chair and drops a knee for no cover.
Candido blocks what might have been a suplex and DDTs Justin onto the
chair. Off to Rhyno and Justin gets double teamed. Justin gets a tag out
of nowhere and Storm comes in with a springboard clothesline to Candido.

Rhyno kills him with a spinebuster for two and it’s back to Candido again
for a delayed vertical suplex on Lance. Storm escapes but gets his head
kicked off by an enziguri for two. There’s a superplex on Storm but the
girls come in for a catfight. Justin canes Candido and Storm avoids a
Gore, sending it into Candido by mistakes. Justin superkicks Candido down
to get the title shot at Guilty As Charged.

Rating: C. Not terrible here as for the most part it was just a tag match
instead of some big wild brawl. Also, we FINALLY advance the story
instead of doing the same things over and over again which is a major
perk. We have a title match to build to now which is all I’ve been
wanting from this story. Well that and less Justin but you can’t get
everything.

Candido and Rhyno get in an argument in the aisle while Storm says the
Impact Players will win the titles. Storm talks down about Sandman and
here’s Sandy himself. The entrance is sped up here and only takes about a
minute and a half. The Players leave and Jason is left all alone. There’s
a cane shot to his head and multiple more to his body. Jason is a decoy
though and Sandman gets beaten down. Sandman gets in some offense but
Rhyno comes back in and Gores him out of frustration.

Raven talks about needing to do the right thing because he can’t fight
Dreamer again. Dreamer is too strong for him now and they need to take
out the Impact Players at the PPV. He begs Dreamer to understand that but
the camera pans back to show that he’s talking to Francine.

Overall Rating: C. Better show this week because the main story was
actually advanced. Also whenever Mike Awesome goes out there and destroys
whatever people he sees in his path it’s a good day. The shows have



picked up since the world champion is around and since we’ve actually
started building up to the PPV. That’s what’s been missing the last three
or four weeks.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews


